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Klingons. Singular : Klingon. Unadveted wiped defecation of the anus causes excrement to stay on the follicles. Eventually the excrement will dry up and form tiny spheres that attach to the follicles. In extreme cases, Klingons can cover many follicles, which can make them painful to remove. Worf: A very large Klingon. John entered the
room, looking depressed. What happened to John? You look so miserable, Mandy said. I went to the doctor for examination this morning, but I forgot to take a shower. He told me to go home and wash the Klingons off my ass. I was so embarrassed,' John said. Oh, John. I love you, Mandy said. I love you, said Jonby Skinupman
November 21, 2004Get Klingon mug for your cousin Helena.Oct 19 Trends © 2016 I collected this lexicon to save some of the creative, interesting or lesser known words and phrases I encountered in North America in my time there from 1983 to 1988 and on later visits. I made the lexicon public because I thought it might entertain others
as much as it amused me to compose it. It is designed for fluent Australian slang, although the frequency of emails from American addresses suggests it is also distracting for Americans. Note that this is not an Australian-American slang dictionary. I don't know if such a thing exists (but see my words Americans should avoid telling
Australians). There are of course many Australian slang dictionaries on the internet. Warning: 1. While this lexicon may help free-speakers in Australian slang evaluate American slang, it will not make them convincing users of American slang (see also warning 3 below). It will take several years to master the timing, sense of context, and
slang experienced by American slang users. It's the same as expect an American to read the Oz slang dictionary and be an experienced user; It's just not bloody on, mate! Warning: 2. The following lexicon contains sexually explicit words (such as ei and aia and even ea o) and words related to defecation and other actions not usually
mentioned in polite company. Individuals who may be offended by such words (just to give you another sample: I!) are encouraged to go elsewhere. Warning: 3. It would be a mistake to think that Americans use slang as often as Australians. Many of these terms will never be used in polite company, and will be used cautiously even in an
impolite company. My advice for the neophytes of American slang: don't do it! Always use the main word, even if your whole linguistic history tells you that the slang term will mot simply. You can easily offend an American correspondent or listener, and you wouldn't want to do that. Members of the use group: Jamie Beigelman (JB), Bellew
(PB), David B. Berwick (DBB), Randolph Blake, Mary Bravo (MB), Rafael Bravo (RBr), Alan Cobo-Lewis (ACL), Mike Colombo (MC), David Craig (DC), Jim deWolfe (JdW), Rosanna Field, Jacquelyn Gravelle (JG) Grunau (MvG), Lynn Halpern (LH), Bart Heird (BH), Karen Holopigian (KH), Jeff Hurst (GH), Paul Kaplan (PK), David Lewis
(DL), Tony Lopresti (TP), Donald Mitchell (DEM), Bob Patterson, Bobby F. Peacock (BFP), Shana H. Pote (SP), Sharon Rieger (SR), Chuck Rothstein (CR), Dianne Rothstein (DR), Lisa Rothstein, Annette Skorupa, Phyllis D. Stone (Aka Phyllis Sharon) (PDS), Damian Synadinos, Mary Tan (MT) , Katherine Worfrey (CT), Adriana Villa
(AV). Explanatory diagram: a word or phrase (optional part) of a speech. (Origins, both etymological and geographical; frequency of use) 1. First meaning Australian slang is synonymous (s) (Synonyms:. Antonima:.). Use information, including (e.g. Examples) (related words) and derivative words or phrases. (The initials of a member of the
use group if it was not possible to obtain a word check by at least one other person) The second value, etc. is the derivative of the speech. Relating to different values. (Numbers) 21 n. (snacks) 2 eggs on 1 plate (s.a. diner). Once you order two eggs at the diner, your waiter or waitress will write 21 on your slip, but then you need to know
how you want your eggs. Types scrambled, sunny side up (q.v.), and more (q.v.) (Holland and Benedict, usually there will be no choice in the diner), and they are qualified easily, medium, hard. So the diner's attentive patron would say, for example, 'I'll have two eggs, over, average', before moving on to other components of order.911 n.
nine eleven, particularly on September 11, 2011, when America was hit by its most successful terrorist attack.911 n. nine one. The phone number for emergencies in America.Back index the acronym ABC gum has already been chewed gum, used chewing gum. Ace vt. To achieve Class A (e.g. 'She aced her test'). all come out. What is
an extreme example of the characterization. It's always used in comparison (for example, 'He's as talkative as everyone does.' all over one as a cheap V phrase suit. (Maine) Possess comprehensively, and tend to be cramped (for example, it was all over it as a cheap suit). (JdW) is all right exclamation. Hooray, congratulations ripper,
bonzer, bewdey. He was always screaming (like 'awry' with stress on the last syllable). When a person congratulates another, it is usually accompanied by high fives in which both people jump into the air and clap their right hands over their heads. When a person is alone, it is accompanied by a shaking of the right, a clenched fist, just
above the head, and with a 90 degree angle on the elbow. American cheese n. Processed foods resembling cheese painted orange (food). American Coffee n. Filtered Coffee (drinks s.a.). Americano n. Black Espresso Coffee (s.a. drinks). N. Fart (s.a. cut the cheese) (PK) antsy a. (Probably from 'ants in the pants') anyhoo conj. Anyway
.any'ow. as slowly as the old men fuck the adverb phrase. Very slowly. (JdW) No 1. 1. (Arce) I don't store (s.a. asshole, buns, butt, fanny, kister, tuchuk, carcass, vertical smile). 2. Despicable man (s.a. asshole, jerk). Ass kisses n. Sicophantic man (s.a. brown nose). and elbows n. 1. (Always plural) People leaned over, worked hard, picked
up things (like, All I want to see is elbows). Asshole No 1. An extremely despicable man (s.a. ass). 2. (Rare) Anus (s.a., Hershey Highway, warzoo). attitude n. Re-evaluation of one's own abilities, hence the conceited similar to shit hot. Used pejoratively (e.g., He has an attitude) (s.a. the last Pepsi in the desert). Atomic wedgie n.
(Seinfeld?) Veji (q.v.) is such a force that the band is separated from the rest of the underpants. ayuh n. (Maine) Yes. It always speaks quietly on the breath, no matter how important the issue is, and with the rise of inflection denoting gone optimism (for example, did you just see that an out-of-control Mac truck carrying a load of plutonium
crashed through the wall of your mobile home and explode in flames? ''Ayuh.'). Back to the index baby n. woman (you don't think I'd be so foolish as upsetting an international incident, suggesting that Australians treat women as nothing but women (s.a., tail). to hide the ugly face from the general opinion (s.a. coyote ugly, one bagger, two
bagger). lure and switch the phrase. A sales technique designed to get customers in the door. A good deal is advertised (bait) but not available when the customer arrives, so another deal is offered (switch). The lure is usually unavailable because we ran out; The switch is much less profitable for the customer. ball vt. To engage in sexual
intercourse (synonyms: boff, do, hump, plug, pork, pump, makin' bacon, wet one's wick). n. Egg (s.a. boys, chooms, nads) ball buster n. Someone or something that gives one hard time (like, this project I'm working on is a real ball buster). Perhaps this comes from the idea that one could have a hernia lifting a heavy load, although I've
never heard of anyone's testicles actually exploding from that. Another possibility is that the consequences of severe sexual activity are at stake. n. Character, strength, cheek big in the scrotum (s.a. chutzpah, moxie). Barf vs. To vomit (Synonyms: blow chow, kick the pieces, call Earl, call Ralph, flip your cookies, go to Europe with Ralph
and Earl in Buick, hork, pray porcelain god'des, Ralph, ride a porcelain horse, scream at your feet, toss your cookies. (For the final, international list, see hURL. a. Related to vomiting (e.g. barf bag - brown package provided on planes for use by airborne passengers). n. Vomitus. back assward a. (Deliberate (Deliberate back) Reverse arse
about Charlie. (s.a. bass). Bass ackward a. Back to the side (q.v.). bazoombas n. (Always plural) female breasts (s.a. boobs). ashore whale n. Fat woman (s.a. small chick). Most often, this description is done in appropriate circumstances, such as when a woman wears a bathing suit and lies on the beach. Beantown N. Boston (s.a. Big
Apple, Philly). Beat the feet of V. Run (often away). Beat back vi. To masturbate visit Mrs. Palm and her five daughters (Synonyms: smother the chicken, nest, masturbate, snap carrots, run away party by hand, take a one-eyed pants snake for a walk (in the grass), kick off) (s.a. twinkie tweaker, wonk). The beater n. (Chicago) Old is
usually a large car carrying a lot of dents and/or rust, usually in poor mechanical condition (synonyms: bomber, piece of garbage, pile of garbage). bearded mollusc p. The area of female genitalia, especially pubic hair and labia (synonyms: beaver, puntang, pussy, snatch. Antonyms: see handle) (s.a. pearls). beaver n. vulva (s.a. bearded
clam, beaver bite, beaver kick, there is beaver). beaver buck. The Canadian one-dollar note is now extinct (with other Canadian money: loonie, twonie; and American money for pennies). (DEM) bejeebers n. (Probably the corruption of 'be Jesus'; always followed out?) Strength, some important properties that can be dispensed with, but
reluctantly (for example, He beat the bejeebers out of his opponent, I cooked bejeebers out of it). bemho n. (shorthand; female slang) will never be wasted the phenomenon of the main early morning hard on. (SP) No, no, no. The Big Apple. New York (s.a. Beantown). great time adj. In a big way (like, I lost out on the big time deal). Bimblet
n. Young woman bimbo. Bitch No 1. a woman who will go to any length (usually involving deception and guile) to get her own way. 2. (African-American) is a sexually attractive, desirable woman. V. Complain whinge whine a. (African American) Describing something very good or desirable. Bite beaver V. Perform cunnilingus (s.a. beaver).
bite the big vi. (Saturday Night Live?) It is too unpleasant to be specified to carry out an activity. Usually one is ordered to do so in an exasperated tone (like Go bite big). an adjective phrase. Bad, unpleasant (for example, that bites big) (s.a. suck). Black n. (Not a slang term) African American (Anthony: honkey, white trash). Black is in the
transition from favored to unfavorable term. A hierarchy of terms, from most to the least offensive:,, colored, black, African American, color (q.v.). My advice is never to refer to any American by color or ethnicity. That is, never use any of the terms in the hierarchy. a. African-American. Black-eyed peas N. (usually plural) Either burned peas,
or beans, each with one dark spot (s.a. products). empty vt. Beat someone comprehensively in the game, often at zero (s.a. skunk). skunk). a. 1. Describing someone held to zero in the game. 2. Drunk (s.a. skunked). blitzed a. Drunk parro (Synonyms: bombed, buzzed, crocked, looped, out of control, out of it, contaminated, shitfaced,
skunked, smashed, stewed, wasted, zoned) (s.a. tape polio). hit chow v. For vomiting (puke) (s.a. barf). Blow pieces V. For vomiting (spewing) (s.a. barf). (MB) blow up his ear instructions. Used to let a person know that what they are saying is either undesirable (not shit me) or questionable authenticity (pull the other) (s.a. I'm from
Missouri). blow vt. To get rid of the obligation. It applies mainly to work (e.g., He blew off work for the day) wag it or relationships (e.g., She blew it up, which could mean, depending on the context, she stood up to him, or she ended the relationship by breaking it, s.a. dump). (KH) blowing n. Big deal, big party (rage?). BLT abbreviation
(snackers) Any meal involving bacon, lettuce and tomato, often a club sandwich (sq.v.) (s.a. diner, food). blue ball n. (usually plural) 1. Pain in the testicles from unrequited lust (lover's balls). 2. A general state of lust, exacerbated by the unresponsive (s.a. horny). the woman who dyes her hair in a shade of grey, which eventually looks like
a blue member of a blue-washing set. (RB) bodacious a. (U.S. Country) Is amazing, unbelievable. It is used to describe an object that is rare in its remarkable defiance of social convention, general experience, or even physical laws (for example, her tits were just bodacious' might suggest that they were very large and defied the law of
gravity). boff vt. For vovs intercourse (fancule) (s.a. ball). Bombed. Drunk (drunk) (s.a. blitzed). Bomber n. Preparation (q.v.). Boehner N. Erection (s.a. plump, hard on, stiffy, woody). boobs n. (Always plural) female breasts (s.a. bazoombas, girls, beeps, ta tas, boobs, yabbos). That's a pretty innocuous term. Buger n. Ball of frozen nasal
mucus (s.a. clam, hork). loading n. Condom French (rubber). the bottom line n. (From the business, denoting the profit or loss figure in the balance sheet) The final answer, the essence. The results are superbly depleting defecation (s.a. cup filler). It may be a kind of American slang term, doubled by Congress-sanctioned low-flow toilets.
(PK) bowl filler n. Not as big as a bowl of clogger (q.v.). (PK) boys n. testicles (s.a. ball, girls). Brahmin N. (Boston, originally from India) Member of the elite social caste (s.a. silvertail). breeder n. (homosexual) heterosexual. Bring home bacon vt. Working for money to keep your body and soul together. Bronx cheer. An expression of
ridicule in which the tongue is partially poked through the compressed lips and the air is blown out of the mouth to make a wet, apron sound. brown nose vt. To curry favor with the boss to be licking someone's. This stems from the consequences of following someone (figuratively speaking, their so close that one nose to the tail, speaking
delicately (s.a. kiss up). N. The man who so brown noses arse-licker (s.a. ass kissing). bubkis n. (Yiddish) zero, nothing (s.a. nada). bucket shop N. Shop where the remaining goods from other stores are sold at a significant discount. For example, a bucket shop selling airfares will give cheap fares, but can give the buyer a short term on
the day of the trip. bug n. Any insect or arachnids. Vt. Bother, annoy. error up a. Angry (s.a. pissed) (e.g., 'He got the bug up his ass'). Asshole n. Someone who bugs (q.v.). It is not necessarily pejorative and is often used affectionately. Bullet n. (Business) Letter of Denial. boom No.1. Low man, tramp, niche. 2. Buttocks (ass, buns). This
value is almost unknown in the U.S., but is a little more common in Canada. homeless vs. 1. Beg. 2. Wandering aimlessly. boom of V. Oppress, disappoint. Bummed a. Short form bummed out (q.v.). bummed out a. (Narco culture) Depression, dejected. kick n. Component of erotic dance (see kick and grind). Kick and grind V. Perform an
erotic dance in which there is a sudden inclination of the hips (bumps) and slower circling of the hips (grind). The dance is usually performed by a woman and can be accompanied by a striptease. Blow beaver V. Press one beaver to another, as in lesbian sex (s.a. beaver). V. Food, which includes sunny fried eggs (strikes) and coffee
(grind) (s.a. bump and grind, drinks, food). bump uglies v. Having sexual intercourse indiscriminately, without concern for the aesthetic qualities of the partner. bun n. 1. Number, 3 to 7. American unofficial numbers, okay, are: zip, zilch, nada, bubkis, dodly shit, squats, doodly shit, squats, shit (all 0s) (q.v.), a bunch (about 3 to 7), a whole
bunch (about 8 to 39) (sq.c.), and crap loads (about 40 or more). 2. Moderately large number. buns n. Buttocks (s.a. ass). Bus vs (not a slang term) To perform the duties of a bus boy to clear your own seat in the restaurant (for example, in our restaurant, please bus your own table). To try, or work, is very difficult (s.a. butt). bust your gut
against (To hernia) Laugh uncontrollably (for example, It was so funny, I broke my stomach). butt n. (compression) of the buttocks (s.a. ass). buzzed. Just a little (s.a. blitzed). Back to the caca n. faeces index( s.a. crap). cacamole n. (from cocoa, q.v., and guacamole, made mostly from avocado puree; my member of the use group says it
originated is a great word) Runny poos (s.a. Hershey injects). (PB) call Earl V. For vomiting call God on a big white phone (s.a. barf). Call Ralph v. For vomiting (to have a liquid laugh) (s.a. barf). Came-apart n. (Corruption) Department store name K-Mart (s.a. Fall-apart). (BFP) Camp vi. 1. Behave exaggerated 2. Behave in an
exaggeratedly homosexual manner. (PB) camp a. Description of a man prone to (q.v.). Candy (not slang term) Lollies including dots, Hershey's kiss, jawbreaker, jimmies, malt milk ball, pixie stick, pop bottle, salt water taffy, splashes, whoppers (s.a. drinks, food). canned heat n. Sterno, methylated alcohols. Catch zees vi. (Snoring in
cartoons is always presented th, but whether this egg hatched above the chicken is a subject of discussion) To sleep, take a nap (s.a. go saw a tree, hit hay, bag or rack). Catch flies a. Sleeper (s.a. catch some zees). Catholic bagel n. cinnamon and raisins, or blueberries, or somesuch, bagel. That is, a bagel, except for simple, garlic,
onion or sesame, eaten by goim (s.a. goy). Charlie the horse n. Muscle cramps (stitches). Check n. Restaurant Food Bill (Synonyms: tab) (s.a. pick up, buy). Cheese n. Wax deposit of the cells of the shed epidermis, usually found under the rehash (but sa cheese legs), smegma. cherry n. hymen (s.a. pop cherries). The most powerful fire
cracker sold to the entire public .threepenny bunger. chew shit against (Corruption chew fat) Converse desultorily, gossip. (s.a. shoot shit). relax the imperative. Calm down. throttle vi. To work badly when under pressure. smother the chicken against masturbating. chooms n. (East Coast? Always plural) testicles (s.a. ball). n. (diners)
ground beef chop, hamburger (s.a., diner, food). Fat. Partial erection (s.a., miss). (DBB) chutzpah n. (Yiddish) Spunk, character (literally: guts) arse, cheek (s.a. balls). Class Clown N. The man who amuses the rest of the high school class with such antics as always makes funny or smart (q.v.) answers to the teacher's questions. mollusk
n. Wrong form of adhesive mass of larangana mucus (golden watch) (s.a. booger). Pure a. (African American) Very good. Clicker n. TV remote control device (remote control). close enough for a government (army) working phrase. It's a crappy but acceptable job. Club sandwich n. Sandwich of three pieces of bread with two layers of
filling, cut into quarters, with each quarter fixed toothpick. Some restaurants put small cellophane warning flags on toothpicks, while others don't. (s.a. BLT, diner, food). Ordering a club sandwich, you will most likely be questioned about what kind of bread you want (rye, white, whole flour). Go down vi. To happen, happen (e.g. 'What Goes
Down'-translation: What's going on (Synonym: Go down). Coy Island flat fish n. Used condom (Synonym: s.a. rubber). cool a. Good, stylish, unflappable. cooties n. (Always multiple) germs, beetles, general pollution that can be passed from one person to another (e.g., 'He's got cooties'). corn shake a. out). may take care of less vi.
(Originally from a longer phrase: He knows nothing and can care less) Absolutely not. can give a vi. (Or, as I think, an American would say, would, still the idea) couldn't give a damn. Coyote ugly a. (Coyote, trapped will chew his leg to avoid) a woman is so ugly that a man, waking up from a drunken stupor and being in bed with a woman
lying on his arm, will chew his own hand so as not to wake her (s.a. bag your face). Crank n. Penis (synonyms: dick, moron, one-eyed snake, one-eyed miracle worm, Peter, pocket rocket, pud, rod, snake, twink, vigne, wang, wheelie, vinks. Antonyms: see bearded mollusc). shit n. (On behalf of Thomas Crapper, inventor of toilet flushing)
1. (Literally) Excrement (synonyms: kaka, do, manure, jelly beans, shit, shit). 2. (Figuratively) Nonsense, garbage, garbage. vi. To defecate (to strangle grogan) (s.a. go to the bathroom). crocked a. Drunk (emotional) (s.a. blitzed). Curve Ball n. (Baseball) What is very difficult (for example, this last question was the real ball curve) (s.a. hard
ball). Cut it V. Pass some implicit or explicit test. This is usually given in a negative (e.g., He can't cut it, i.e.: he can't make a class). Cut the cheese vi. Fart Anal applause, GBL fart, let Freddie out of the cage, SBD (fart). which I must admit I still do not fully understand. However, I'll go:) 1. Social event (e.g. film, dance, concert, party; a
case where there are many other people) attended by unmarried men and women, two people, one of whom invited the other. The date either passed or was (for example, He went on a date with her). Going on a date is a necessary but insufficient condition for dating (q.v.); that is, it means the possibility of a stronger relationship between
two people. 2. Organized meeting of any kind (e.g. Do you want to meet to discuss our project on Friday at 10? 'Of course it's a date!'). This date can happen between two or more people, and none of them should meet with any of the others. 3. One of the couples is going on a date. A male is the date of another woman, and vice versa.
The age of these two people is generally similar and varies from the minimum that will meet the requirement that an invitation be distributed (i.e. about five years) to the age that people can obtain. Vt. Lead a relationship in which one person regularly goes on dates with another. This usually, but does not necessarily imply monogamy, and
that there is a strong relationship between two people (s.a. dating). Dating pp. To be in a relationship that involves going on dates (q.v.) Character can be judged by the terms used to qualify it: there are occasional acquaintances in which a person can on dates with many partners, and serious dating, which is probably synonymous for
going steady (pt.v.). dibbs n. (Always plural) Unofficial oral contract establishing the primacy of a person's claim to something done with all other persons within earshot. It's usually highlighted adjectivally, as in: I have the first dibbs on this seat equivalent: I bar this place. Dick No 1. Penis (Dick!) (s.a. crank). 2. A person who behaves
unsociable (e.g., He is such a member!). v. 1. Infiltrate with a penis. 2. Misleading annoyingly (e.g., 'My bank was dicking me around'). 3. Run the task desultorily (s.a. urine). diddly, squat. zero, absolutely nothing (s.a. nada). Didy n. Baby word for diaper (pronounced with a long i, as in the way an Australian would say 'lady'). Dilly N. A very
good example of something, although the word can be used sarcastically. Rather better than doozy (q.v.). dime n. (not a slang term) Ten cent coin. American coins are the only ones in the world that I know that don't show their numerical value. To further confuse this issue, they are almost never mentioned by their numerical value, all but
1 cent (penny) are silver, and the sizes are not related to the value: nickel (5 cents; q.v.) is more than a penny, and almost as much as a quarter (25 cents) (sq.v.). Rarely seen is a $1 coin by Susan B. Anthony (pt.v.) (s.a. IGWT dollar, two bits). Canadian coins smaller than the dollar have the same denominations and sizes, and are
mentioned on the same terms (s.a. beaver buck). They differ in their numerical values and in the patterns with which they are struck (with the image of Liz II). dine at Y vi. (From the suggestive appearance of the letter Y, and what Y denotes YWCA, a place where there can be no usual dining room, and an opportunity) to perform
cunnilingus immersion clutch?. (Anthony: go down, gobble.) Diner n. (not a slang term) Restaurant consisting of booths and a bar with stools in which the fare is simple but hearty (e.g. bacon and eggs, burgers, meatloaf, apple pie and ice cream) (food, truck stop). Diners are sometimes (and decreasing) old rail cars. Diner waiters and
waitresses have their own vocabulary, and appreciate it if you are familiar with it. Conditions include 21, BLT, dark, dry, hold, light and sweet, mayo, on the side, more, regular coffee, rye, spicy, sunny side up, whiskey, white (q.v.). dirt ball. A softer version of the scum bag (q.v.). (LH) discombobul v. To confuse (s.a. throw on the loop). diss
vt. 1. (African American) to disrespect. 2. Dismiss (disrespectful). Woman. Ditzy a. I behave like a diet. do Art. 1. Signal of intent, but not about the date or time, to have a random date for a particular event (e.g. 'Let's make lunch'). This usually means that you propose a date that the date is worth, but not expedient enough to justify its
planning. Planning. usually considered bad manners for the inviteer to respond, such as 'OK. How about tomorrow at 12:30?'. 2. Sexual intercourse with perhaps regular (for example, I think someone makes my wife) (s.a. ball). do n. Excrement (blind mullet). It's a euphemism (like a dog do) (s. Maine State soldier, poop, twinkie). doodly
(shit, squat). zero, absolutely nothing (s.a., nada). doof n. (scramble) dufus (for example, 'When I locked the keys in the car, I felt like a complete doof'). doozer n. (Canadian) doozy (q.v.) (s.a. dilly). Doozy n. A good example of something (s.a. dilly). Dork No 1. Penis (dork!) (s.a. crank). 2. Stupid or unfashionable person (s.a. jerk, nerd).
dorky a. (Refers to a person who is a jerk) Stupid or unfashionable. dots n. (Always plural; not a slang term) Brand name for lollipops, consisting of numerous round (about 1.5 cm in diameter and about 0.5 cm in height) dry balls of sweet things of various colors that get stuck on a roll of wax paper (about 3 cm wide), and are bought in
length (s.a. candy). Donut n. (From a pattern left on the road or a snowy bank) the 360-degree spin is inadvertently performed by the car on a snow-covered icy road (s.a. lay a stretch). Down Easter n. (Sea captains wishing to sail to Britain, from, say, the Great Lakes, will sail along the coast of Maine to pick up the Gulf Stream. down
market a. Poor, cheap, low-scale (q.v.), lower class, not up market (q.v.) (s.a. up-market, up-scale, up-side, down-side). down in scale a. Down-market (q.v.), not trendy, not up in scale (q.v.). down sides n. Bad news, negative side (situations), cons (argument) and not side (q.v.). Drinks (not slang term) Americans have some special
names for drinks including American coffee, Americano, bumps and grind, dark coffee, tramp soda, light and sweet coffee, pine swim, regular coffee, dark coffee (s.a. candy, food). fall trout V. To defecate (fold some blind mullet) (s.a. go to the bathroom). Drop twinkie V. To defecate (s.a. go to the bathroom, twinkie). Fall Mud V. To
defecate (s.a. go to the bathroom). Drop boxes; that's Santa's phrase. Jocular invitation to have sex (s.a., stop grinnin' and drop your linen). dry adj. (diners) Without anything (e.g., 'dry toast' means toast without spreading; Salad, dry means salad without dressing) (s.a. diner). Dufus n. Incompetent, idiotic man who, nevertheless, can be
amazed (drongo) (s.a. doof). landfill vt. To break the relationship (for example, He left it) (for example, take a landfill). to be so abandoned. Dump on V. To go down hard, heap abuse on. Dust rabbit n. Dust ball. Colonies of these herd creatures are under the bed. dweeb n. Dork (q.v.). n. Lesbian dam (s.a. faggot). Back to the Earl n. Index
The person who calls Earl when vomiting is usually usually from Ralph (e.g. 'Are you Ralph or The Count?'). there is a beaver V. Perform cunnilingus (s.a. beaver). eat shit and die V. Get away (get away from it). There are watermelons vi. To be pregnant to be in a pudding club. It is always used adjectivally, and denotes past activities now
obvious (e.g., She ate watermelons). eh ending tag (?) (Canada) (e.g. 'It's a beautiful day, yes.'). My definition limits yes meaning much more than it should. The word is used in all contexts. Lexicographically the most difficult example I've heard is: Goodbye, yes. Looks like, but much more versatile than that, queensland eh. Al, N. Metro
tracks and trains in Chicago. From the Elevated Railroad (s.a. T). El tracks are mostly elevated, but some work underground (s.a. loops,). (F) Back to the fag index n. Short form of faggot (q.v.) (s.a. fudge packer, club member, team member, chair pusher). It's probably used as often as the long version. pedik p. male homosexual (pofter)
(s.a. dam). Fall-apart n. (Corruption) Department store name Wal-Mart (s.a. Came-apart). (BFP) fanny n. Tush, usually female carcasses (q.v.). Note that in Australia, Fanny is a very offensive term pertaining to the field of female genitalia. fanny package. A small bag with a belt attached around the waist containing valuables such as cash
and a passport. It is often worn by Americans traveling abroad . bum bag. fat chance n. No chance. Feed the meter vs. 1. Put the coins in the parking meter (s.a. connect the counter). First Base n. (Baseball) The initial stage of some process. This is commonly used sexually, and refers to the contact between male hands and clad female
breasts (c. second, third, and home base of the home plate; touch base). Fish or cut the bait V. Start the main task or continue training. Often asked irritably: Are you going to fish or cut the bait?, or given as a team (s.a. shit or get out of the pot). Flag football n. Unofficial, but serious, contactless gridiron game, in which each player has one
or two flags (usually handkerchiefs the size of scraps of cloth) tucked into his or her pants. Teams can be distinguished by shirts and skins (q.v.) and by the color of flags. A player is considered blocked when one flag has been removed and, if in possession of the ball, must be resolved when all flags have been removed. The nearest
Australian equivalent is touch rugby. flakes n. Eccentric, strange man (s.a. flakey). flakey a. Having the characteristics of flakes (q.v.) (s.a. from the wall, in the left field, for lunch, light on, but no one is home). Flame No 1. Personally, a critical email is usually one broadcast in an email bulletin board. 2. (Old) Lover. V. To send an email to
the flame to be publicly critical. Flame No 1. Homosexual male. 2. (Compression an extraordinary dishonest man. 3. The one who sends the flame (q.v.). flip flip Flip bird vi. To the gesture (someone) by raising a clenched fist with an outstretched second finger; to give a finger. Flip your cookies V. For vomiting (have a liquid laugh) (s.a.
barf). Flood n. Pants that end less than ankle (s.a. high water). (ACL) fly girl n. (African American) A beautiful, fashionable, usually African-American woman. (SR) Food (not slang term) Americans have some special (names for) foods including American cheese, black-eyed peas, BLT, bumps and grind, club sandwich, melt, minced meat,
mince pie, melt pies, pumpkin pie, raisins, Rocky mountain oysters, Sloppy Joe, Texas caviar (s.a. candy, drinks). For fat wide you don't sweat a lot of phrases. (Vaudeville) The expression of the test is addressed to a particularly ugly and fat woman (s.a. bag of your face). Fort n. A small playhouse built by children either inside the house,
in which case it can be built of components such as furniture, sofa cushions and blankets, or outside, in which case it can be built from components such as cardboard or wooden boxes, plastic film, and plywood cubby, house. (DL) freak out vi. (60s drug culture?) To become distracted by bothering, lose your cool (s.a. wig out). Freeze vt.
For anesthesia at the local level (to give local). freshman n. (Not slang term; education) 1. Male or female student in the first year of undergraduate or high school. 2. Any beginner in the profession (e.g. 'Bartender freshman') (s.a. frosh, sophomore, junior, senior). a. Description of a freshman (q.v.) (e.g. freshman senator from Virginia).
Fried a. 1. (Modern) Burnt, emotionally exhausted. 2. Drunk (s.a. blitzed). from a far-right phrase. (Maine) A Maine resident whose parents were not born and raised in Maine (said contemptuously) (s.a. of the stater). front v. To put the front (like, what are you frontin'for?'). (BH) Frosh n. (University Brotherhood) 1. Freshman (q.v.). A.
Refers to freshmen. fiction packer. Male homosexual (shirt lift) (s.a. fag). full of it. It is used to describe a person who makes an erroneous or exxagent statement. And what, you may ask is this, that this man is full. So as not to jeopardize my reputation without leaving anything to the imagination, watch the next entry. Full of shit a. What
else? (i.e. see above). (G) Back to the Banger n. Gang Index, who, with a little remorse, shoots people. GBL fart n. (actually abbreviation: Gambled But Lost, fart) fart, which leaves skid marks on the female lower bottom bottom (s.a. SBD). (MB) No, no, no. GBT acronym (Jewish) Literally, Goyisher Bad Taste. Any ostentatious fashion
statement (clothes, home decoration) (s.a. goy). geek n. (Originally: Circus term for a man in a side show without physical features, but which will carry out humiliating actions such as biting off the head of live chicks) Strange, unfashionable, often unwashed, usually male; man is completely absorbed in his own activities (hence and Social
conventions; for example, he's a geek') (s.a. nerd). Generic n. Part of America that looks just like many other parts, namely strip malls containing fast food restaurants, supermarkets, gas stations and department stores. (AV) get a handle on vt. Understand (for example, 'Let's see if we can figure this concept out.'). get-go n. Beginning,



beginning, beginning. get your buns in a convey phrase. Move, start get yer ass in gear (s.a. get on the stick). get on the stick phrase. (since the early 1900s, bearing in mind the beginning of the car move, putting it in gear with its gear shift stick) Start working (s.a. get your buns in gear). get up vt. (Hiroteag Island, Virginia) Meet (for
example, 'OK Duke, I'm hanging out with you in the morning, say, around 11:00. (SP) get your shit along with the verb phrase. (Dated) 1. To exhort someone to organize. 2. To organize it this way. (MvG) gimmie n. (from 'give me') is an easy task or easy to answer the question a piece of urine. gin flower. An alcoholic has a big red nose.
(DBB) ging n. (From the sound made by the cash register) Money is usually 'big ging'. (JB) girls n. Breast female (s.a. boobs, boys). glom vt. 1. To bolt down the food, eat plenty of food quickly (scoff) (s.a. scarf, snarf). It can be written glomb; none of my informants saw it written. This is often followed by the excuse down (e.g., She
gloated, He glombed down it). 2. Stick to something or someone (hence, figuratively speaking, for example, He gloated over our group). (DR) gnarled a. (Valleyspeak, see grody) Cool (q.v.). go bye vi. To tell the child that it's time to leave go ta tas. Go down vi. 1. Go down (sq.v.). 2. Perform fellatio on (s.a. gobble off). Go figure V. Go and
think about the illogicality or contradictions in what I just said because I can't understand it (e.g., 'The government said it would promote free trade by raising tariffs on imported goods.'). Try to achieve a difficult goal, or accomplish a task or challenge in order to exceed expectations, either your own or someone else's go for it. Often spoken
reassuringly before trying sexual or dating purposes (like two men: I want to do a home base with my new girlfriend tonight.''Well go for fun!; two women in a bar: He's cute.' 'Well go for the fun!') (s.a. hop on that, like a tramp on a ham sandwich, slapped on). go vi. (Compression to go half cocked) Act irrationally and aggressively (such as
He told her to sit down or he would have gone). (BH) leave half cocked vi. 1. (Not exactly a slang term) The law is premature. 2. Act irrational (BH). go saw the tree vi. (Snoring can be said to sound like to sleep have forty winks (s.a. catch some zees). go look at the man about the dog (horse) phrase. Urination (python siphon) (s.a. go to
the bathroom). Go steady vt. To be in a monogamous, heterosexual relationship, with marrying another person. It's not as formal and not as serious as engaging, nor does it mean that two people live together. go to the bathroom V. To urinate (strain potatoes) or defecate (choke a darkie) (Synonyms for urination: go look at the person
about the dog (horse), make your bladder iron, poo, poo, take a whistle) (Synonyms for defecation: falling trout, falling twinkie, falling mud, pinching bread, take a dump) People in North America are very shy about micturation and defecation, as evidenced by this magnificent euphemism. Usually linguistically cautious people will utter
mixed metaphors such as: He went to the bathroom against a tree in the street!. The disadvantage of scurrilous synonyms seems to be, especially for unination, perhaps reflecting the absence of North American Barry Humphries to create them. go to Europe with Ralph and Earl in Buick v. K vomit (s.a. barf). I borrowed this from the hURL
website. It's a great collection of words for vomiting. Go up vi. (Hiroteag Island, Virginia; compression go sky) Smash irreparably, die (e.g., 'My Chevy's went up, and now I have to fork out for a new set of wheels.' (SP) gobble up (one in blunt) vt. Perform fellatio on (s.a. go down). got to pee so badly my back teeth are floating phrases. To
express the urgent need for urinating If I don't spray your boots soon, you'll be picking up pieces of bladder from the floor (s.a. go to the bathroom) goo. (Yiddish) is a non-Jewish man. As for the goy. goyim plural More than one goy. goyisher a. Refers to the goy. (s.a. GBT, shiksa, wasp) graham crackers n. (no slang term, brand) Sweet,
thin sponge cake used for currants (q.v.) and, when shredded, pie peels. Pronounced 'gram'. n. Component of erotic dance (see kick and grind). V. Make erotic, circling hip movements. gross (q.v.) (e.g. 'Oh, grody to the max!' -- translation: 'Oh, how very disgusting'). Gross a. Disgusting, bad. It's used almost as often as its antonym: neat.
Grunge n. Unrekraan dirty or untidy man. rough a. Dirty, scum, sleazy (s.a. scungy, scuzzy). Gunner n. (Northwestern University Medical School) A person who is studying all the time (Synonyms: sharper, technical brilliance, throat). (MT) guppie n. Gay-yuppie (q.v.). Back to the index of half-tailed a. Impractical, not giving a full effort weak
in pants. scored a. Drunk (dumb) (s.a. blitzed, tanked). Hang vt. To perform a turn while driving a vehicle (e.g., 'Hang U-ee' U-ee,' 'Hang a left') (s.a. louie, ralph). hang out vi. Wait, to gather, as a rule, aimlessly hang out. hard ass n. Someone very cool. a. Describing hard about the ass (for example, he tough guy ass). hard ball n.
(Baseball) Serious situation (e.g. 'These' really play hard ball') (s.a. curve ball). hard on p. Erection (s.a., miss). have a good day phrase. (Not the slang term) Reflexively radiated words from sellers, especially on the West Coast, to label the conclusion of a commercial transaction (s.a. you can) avagoodwun. there's a vt on it. (New
England) Usually one is highly recommended to do this (as in: avago, I mug). Hershey's Kiss n. (not a slang term) is a milk chocolate piece in the form of a flattened raindrops, and wrapped in silver paper (s.a. candy). Hershey Highway N. Rectal and Colon (s.a. asshole). Hershey injects n. Diarrhea (s.a. cacamole, Montezum's revenge,
power shit, shit, syringes, tourists, lynx). head rhubarb vs . . . to go (somewhere) to sleep (s.a. catch some zees). This would be used apolysically to justify yourself from collecting. (JdW) Hell on Wheels n. Extremely uncomfortable ride or situation. Hell a. 1. Terrible. 2. (southern) more than hell, humongous (q.v.). High Water n. Pants that
end less than ankle (s.a. flood, waders). hips in two different postcode phrases. Thick hips (thunderous hips). hit on V. Create a social situation that can lead to dating (q.v.), or at least the possibility of reaching first base (q.v.) (s.a. to go for fun). (in the same) no. hit hay V. To sleep (s.a. catch some zees). Other things that can be amazed
to induce sleep include a rack or bag. tramp soda n. Glass of water Adam ale (s.a. pine swims, drinks). Tramp soda is a mocking term perhaps used by waitresses to describe a drink ordered by stingy people (s.a. tough) in restaurants. pigs a. Abandoned, without restrictions. pigs heaven n. Elevated state of bliss. pigs wild n. Abandoned
behavior. Keep v. (diners) Omit a certain component of the dish (e.g. 'I'll be a hamburger; keep pickled') (s.a. diner). Home Base n. (Baseball) Final goal. This usually denotes sexual intercourse (s.a. first base, home plate). Home Cooker n. (Baseball) Home Base (q.v.). honest to God. Authentic, real (s.a. the real McCoy). Exclamation. To
tell you the truth, to tell you the truth. honkey a. (African American) White American (s.a. white trash). hooters n. (Always plural) female breasts (s.a. boobs). Jump on that as a tramp on a ham sandwich against (Maine) Grab a certain opportunity with the willingness and delight to go for it. It is often used sexually, and in this case 'that' can
be a hot date (q.v.) (s.a. to go for fun). (JdW) ferret vs. 1. (USA) Barf (q.v.) (technical yawn). 2. (Canadian) Produce clam (q.v.) bring up the gold watch. a. 1. Unwanted sexual activity is hot for him, hot trot. 2. Sexually excited. 3. Having an erection (literally: owning antler; it's (s.a. Randy). These three values overlap significantly, but not
necessarily, for example, you can have an (unwanted) erection, but do not want sexual activity (s. blue balls, balls, The horse-head offer n. (business) offer cannot refuse, accompanied by a demonstration of overwhelming force (from the Godfather, in which a man who initially refused an offer mafia had the severed head of his favorite
racehorse placed in his bed while he slept). (CT) hot a. 1. Full of potential, valuable. 2. Sexy, desirable, ready for sexual intercourse. 3. Stolen. hot bubblin' an adjective phrase. Really good (used sarcastically). (MB) is a hot date n. Man, and therefore a social event that offers confidence in reaching the base (q.v.). hot stuff. A person or an
object that is full of potential. Often though depending on the context, the potential is sexual. Humongous a. Huge, very big. hump vt. For all in sexual intercourse (root) (s.a. ball). Silence puppy n. Comes from fried cornflour (food name). Back to the ice index a. (African American?) Very cool (q.v.). if she had as many things sticking out of
her as she was in it, she would look like a porcupine phrase. Used to describe a free woman. (JdW) if the light aint on at the top, it's dim all the way down the phrase. Used to describe someone very stupid, or an organization led by someone stupid. (JdW), if you can lean, you can clear the phrase. What the boss will tell the employees to
encourage them to continue working. (JdW) No, no. IGWT dollar n. (From words printed on American money: In God we trust) us dollar (s.a. dime). (DEM) (USA; people from Missouri were or should be skeptical; Missouri is known as Show Me the State) Prove it, I don't believe you don't come raw shrimp with me sports (s.a. blow his ear,
pull out your chain). in your face an adjective phrase, exclamation, or ridicule (Sport) Describing a particularly confrontational person or style of interaction (s.a. one-on-one). Indian sunburn n. A form of torture inflicted by schoolchildren on each other, in which the victim's hand is pressed (Chinese burn) (s.a. noogie). It aint over until the fat
lady sings the phrase. (From baseball, it stems from the understanding that the opera isn't finished while the soprano sings the aria. It's not over, don't count the chickens before they hatch. Back to the index nest from vi. To masturbate twang wires (s.a. beat off). N. Someone who shuts down, jerk (quan.v.). jag n. (Chicago) Connector
(q.v.). (BH) JAP n. A derogatory term for a Jewish American princess, or (rarely) a Jewish American prince. These members of the royal family are young Jews who were completely isolated from the realities of life with the money of their parents. A. Refers to JAPs. Also, jappy. jap flaps n. Raffia thong. jawbreaker n. Large (diameter 2.5
cm), spherical, hard lolly gob cork конфеты). рывок n. (От рывка, q.v.) Отягчающий, бесполезный человек (s.a. jag, дрочить, проигравший, putz, schlep, wonk). дрочить vi. vi. (play pocket billiards) (s.a. to repel). N. Spurk (q.v.). Jimmies n. (Always plural) Small multicolored, or chocolate specks of confectionery used to decorate
cakes or ice cream (hundreds and thousands) (s.a. candy). Jit bag n. Scum bag (q.v.). (JB) Jock. A sports man, usually stupid. Joe limp Dick N. (Sexy) wimp (q.v.). John Hancock N. (John Hancock had a notable signature on the Declaration of Independence). Signature, autograph (e.g. 'Put your John Hancock at the bottom of this check').
n. Diarrhea (s.a., Montzum's revenge). Junior n. (Non-slang term; education) Student in third year undergraduate (third year) or high school (s.a. freshman). Back to the kazoo n. Anus .arse index. sharper n. (University of the queen) Gunner (q.v.). Kister N. Tush, usually a male carcass (q.v.). Key a. (Business) Now. Kick (butt) v. impose
your power. A. Supreme. kike n. A derogatory term for a Jewish man (s.a. dago). Kiss V. To attend to someone fawningly and sycophantically suck (s.a. brown nose). N. The man who is so kissing (sucking up) (s.a. brown nose). A small piece of faeces stubbornly adheres to the anus (usually plural). Back to the last Pepsi index in the
desert an adjective phrase. (Rarely probably peculiar) used to describe someone with an inflated estimate of their own value (for example, 'He thinks he... (s.a. attitude). (RBr) lay patch V. Deliberately rotate the car tires by accelerating (drop wheelie) (s.a. doughnut). release Freddy from the cage against Farth (s.a. cut the cheese). Life is
a beach phrase. Variation on the next entry. (T-shirt signature first seen in New Jersey by KH) life bitch and then you die the phrase. The prevailing American existential philosophy of the 80s (shit happens). Light and sweet coffee n. (dining) Regular coffee (q.v.), containing extra milk and sugar (s.a., diner, drinks). Light (one) up against
(Sport) 1. To nullify someone or the team in the game (like, 'He lit it! (s.a. toast). 2. Inspire someone or a team. (DBB) to facilitate the instruction. Relax, keep the current situation in perspective. Looney n. Canadian coin in one dollar. It has a loon on the side opposite the queen. Loop, n. 1. Chicago's central district, surrounded by the El
Loop (q.v.). 2. Part of El that loops around the central part of the city. Loops A. Drunk parro (s.a. blitzed). lose it against one. Lose control. 2. Lose your virginity. loser n. useless man (s.a. jerk). Louis n. Left turn (e.g. 'Hang (q.v.) louis') (Antonim: Ralph). Both Louis and Ralph are somewhat out of date. Low ball vs (Business, apparently,
from the signals used on the railway tracks: a low ball means the train can continue, the high ball meant the train had to stop) To give someone the price of the product to undermine the price of the competitor, offer a low rate on the item, or offer a low salary in negotiations with the Employee. Good luck from vi. Good luck. Note that in
Australia, luck means the opposite: to have bad luck. Back to index the crazy dog vt. No, no. Eerily staring at a rival gang member. main compression n. (Common to 80s; now rare) Someone one is dated (q.v.). Maine State Soldier n. (Maine) Turd (as in Here I sit on a pooper (sq.v.), just gave birth to a Maine soldier). Mayer N. is a
resident of Maine (s.a. Down Easter). Mainiac N. Jokey term for Maine resident (s.a. Down Easter). make a pit stop V. Go to the bathroom (q.v.). make a stop V. Go to the bathroom (q.v.). Make your bladder happy against To urinate (have a snake) (s.a. go to the bathroom). bacon macin vi. Participation in sexual intercourse (s.a. ball).
malt-milk ball n. (not slang term) Malteser; just like wapper (q.v.) (s.a. candy). abbreviation mayonnaise (table) mayonnaise (s.a., 21). MBWA n. (Business; literally Management, walking) Sinecure. It is used as if the name of a person's academic qualifications: for example, he has MWBA). Max v. Give up on everything, make every effort.
soft out of the imperative. Calm down. It's a more elegant team than relaxing (q.v.). (GH) melt. Any meal with melted Swiss cheese on top (s.a.). Melts are always qualified (e.g. pattie (q.v.), tuna melt). member of the N. Homosexual Club (whoopsie) (s.a., faggot). team member n. Homosexual (invert) (s.a., faggot). clutter vt. 1. To set up
(for example, the plumber was here to tinker with the faucet'). 2. Antagonize (e.g., 'don't mess with Jim'). minced meat n. Stewed meat is made mainly from dried fruits such as currants, salt and raisins (s. foods). This is stuffing mince pies (q.v.). mince pie n. Pie filled with stewed fruit mince (q.v.) (s.a. foods). These pies are traditionally
served on Thanksgiving (e.g. USA) and Christmas (esp. French Canada). Revenge of Montezuma n. (Montezuma was the last Emperor of Mexico Aztecs, defeated by Court #233z) Diarrhea suffered from a visit to Mexico (s.a., Hershy squirts, juicy poop, tourists). Moon vs. 1. (From white and gibbous buttocks appearance) To take off
your pants and present your buttocks to the audience. This is usually done as a form of social commentary, but is seen as far more shocking than the fall of the brown eye in Oz Rolf Harris (s.a. pants). Moxie N. Spoonk, character (s.a. balls). Back to the index nada n. (Spanish) zero, absolutely nothing (synonyms: bubkis, dodly crap,
squat, doodly shit, squat, shit, zilch, zip) (s.a. bunch). (fuck'nuthin'. nads n. (Always plural; compression goad) testicles (s.a. ball). neat a. Okay. It's probably as overworked in American speech as it is a good word in Oz's speech. nerd n. nerd n. nemy man, usually male. pocket protector bearing at least five pens, in his shirt pocket (not so
man, like geek, q.v., s.a. propeller head, techie ween). feather nose n. (mostly Indiana?) Nasal Man (sticky beak). nickel n. (not a slang term; it comes from the main metal from which it was used to produce) a five cent coin (s.a. dime). nickel and penny V. To charge someone in numerous small amounts (e.g., these bank fees are nickling
and blacking me to death). not the brain. A very simple solution requiring not thinking to do the right thing (s.a. slam dunk). No shit Sherlock interjection. Obviously, yes. Nougat. A form of affectionate torture inflicted on adult children, consisting of rubbing the child's head with knuckles (s.a. indian sunburn). Vt. For such torture. not just a
whistling Dixie phrase. Serious (such as He's not just whistling Dixie). nuke vt. 1. To bomb with nuclear weapons; strongly win (s.a. toast). 2. In the microwave. nuke gay whales for Jesus phrase. A phrase designed to offend everyone in one way or another. numbness like a heck adj. (Maine) Stupid, ignorant, insensitive fat as a pig. Back
to the color index a. (not a slang term) used to refer to, usually, collectively, disadvantaged Americans with a different color than white skin (e.g. People of color). Members of this group, from the most defined to the least, include African Americans, Latinos and Native Americans. Asian Americans are definitely excluded. See also: black;
white trash. off like a prom dress phrase. Go fast (like, It's time to go. (JdW) from Wall a. (This either stems from baseball, citing the difficulty of catching a ball that bounces off a wall, or a hint of the inhabitants of a soft cage in a psychiatric hospital) Crazy, outlandish (s.a. in left field). okedoke approval is OK. Sometimes expands to
okedoke smoky. (DR) one bag n. A woman is ugly enough that she will need a bag over her head before any man will have sex with her (s.a. two bagger, bag your face). one-eyed snake n. Penis (s.a. crank). one-eyed miracle worm n. Penis (s.a. crank). one-on-one adv. As for any unofficial sports competition in which one person plays
another in what is usually a team game, usually basketball. Going one-on-one with someone means playing such a game, but its use expands to include non-political competition (e.g., Apple goes one-on-one with IBM). Sometimes it's abbreviated on one. on broom a. (From the practice of witches) Menstruation is irritated (on rags) (s.a.
ride cotton pony, sparkplug). (SP) on the adj side. (dining rooms) 1. A component of the food that can be served in a separate container, from the main plate (e.g. On my salad, I will have a dressing of blue cheese, but on the side) (s.a., diner). 2. Any activity runs in parallel with major activities He has a wife and a mistress on the side).
Oreo No 1. (not the slang term) Type of cream cookie consisting of two, round, dark brown cookies surrounding the surrounding Creamy center. 2. A derogatory term for an African-American person who sympathizes, or dates or marries, is white (literally: black on the outside, white on the inside) (s.a. Uncle Tom). (Compression come out
of the closet') to publicly disclose their homosexuality. You can be out of yourself, but also be outed. Also used is adjectivally. in left field A. (Baseball) 1. To be out of touch with reality is to be somewhat deranged (not full pounds; kangaroos are free in the upper paddock) (s.a. flakes). 2. Being eccentricly individualistic (symbol). (In
discussion with my dashboard use, in pathicular DC and MC, I came up with the following hypothesis to etymology: In baseball, the left fielder is one far from the test because the longest balls hit left field. out of control a. 1. Uncontrollable. 2. Drunk. of it a. 1. Disoriented. 2. Drunk. of the stater n. (Maine) Tourist or a person who has a
summer house in Maine (said extremely contemptuously) (s.a. from a distant, summer over). for lunch. Crazy one brick less than the load (s.a. flakey). more adj. Description of the fried egg that was transferred at the same time to the pan (s.a. diner, food). (P) Back to the VT Pants Index. Sneak up on the boy and take off his pants, which
led to his embarrassment and general fun from the audience (s.a. moon, wedgie). (DBB) paper vt. To toilet paper (q.v.). Patty's melt. Rissol (patti) with melted Swiss cheese (melt, q.v.) on top, served on a piece of rye bread soaked in melted butter and grilled (products). pearls n. Clitor (bearded clam). (DBB) pearl jam n. (Attraction of
clitoris congestion?) female orgasm (s.a. pearls). (DBB) pearl necklace n. This woman wears this after a man ejaculate on her face and neck (synonym: string of pearls). It is considered by the relevant partners as a gift for receiving and giving. pecker n. Penis (s.a. crank). urine n. urine (picha). to so produce urine, to micturate shake the
hand of the best friend of the wife (s.a. go to the bathroom). pencil-neck geek n. (probably derived from his appearance, i.e., having a big head on a skinny, non-muscle neck) The extreme shape of the geek (q.v.), a very nerdy (q.v.) geek. Peter N. Penis (Percy) (s.a. crank). phat a. (Abbreviation; from hip-hop movement) 1. Describing
someone who is quite hot and tempting. Usually applied to an attractive member of the opposite sex. (JG) No, no. 2. Cool and funky looking. (TP) phenon n. (from the phenomenon) premature face. Philly N. Philadelphia (s.a. Beantown). Pick up vt. (from pick up tab for) For payment (e.g., I'll take dinner) (Synonym: treatment) (s.a. check).
pididdle n. (Maine) Car with one functioning headlight. Pine swim. Glass of water with a toothpick in it (s.a. hobo soda). Piece A. Light (piece of urine). piece junk. Preparation (q.v.). heap of junk. A A (q.v.). pinch of loaf V. To defecate, squeeze Malteaser (s.a. go to the bathroom). gun n. High energy, living person, someone who hot things
(q.v.). urine v. 1. To get angry, to get angry. 2. Performing ineffectively, desultorily, or unseriously fart-arse (e.g., 'He just wrote around'). 3. (Rarely) For urination (urine!) (s.a. go to the bathroom). Drunk. Angry (fucking no). . Long form off! (q.v.). pits, a. Bad, depressing (e.g., These are pits). Pixie stick n. (not a slang term) confectionery
consisting of barbershop-pole-colored paper drinking straw filled with tart sweet white powder (s.a. candy). fork vt. To engage in sexual intercourse (s.a., ball). Connect the meter against 1. Put the coins in the parking meter (s.a. to feed the meter). pocket pool n. Masturbation (pocket billiards) (s.a. to beat off). n. Penis (s.a. crank). (s.a.
blitzed). pollywog. Tadpole. poontang n. (southern U.S., from Southeast Asia (Vietnamese?) for a woman or a whore; rarely) Vagina (s.a. bearded clam). n. Excrement (s.a. do). vi. In order to produce excrement (for poo) (s.a. go to the bathroom). pooper n. Toilet. a. Refers to excrement (e.g. 'Pooper scooper'). Pop Cherry V. To make a
virgin (s.a. cherry). Pop bottle n. (not slang term) confectionery, consisting of a small (4 cm) flattened container of white edible wax, in the form of a bottle without soft drinks (pop) and filled with sweet colored liquid. That doesn't mean the wax is delicious, as I found out when I tried one. The contents of the pop bottle gives the wax a flavor
for about 10 seconds, but after that the macerated mass tastes like wax. These lollipops are prized for the chewing pleasures they offer (s.a. candy). Pop corn fart n. Something very dry (donger dead dingo) (as in I dry as pop corn fart). pork vt. To engage in sexual intercourse (s.a. ball). Mail a. (From a failed trend for disgruntled U.S.
postal workers to come to work with an AK-47 assault rifle and kill everyone within reach) Beserk (beresk). Canadian postie version. Power shit n. Especially bad diarrhea (s.a. Hershey injects). Call God on a big white phone (s.a. barf). preppie No 1. A wealthy university student who dresses defiantly. Men wear button-down shirts, polo
jumpers and checkered pants, and drive Corvettes. Females wear tartan pleated skirts, silk blouses and accelerate in corvettes (s.a. yuppie). 2. (Rarely) An adult who dresses like a preppie. As for the preppy. Click on the flesh vs. 1. Shake hands. 2. To politics, briefly talking to people and shaking hands. propeller head n. (MIT?) Man so
fascinated by technology that wears a hat topped with a propeller nerd). Pud n. Penis (one-eyed trouser snake) (s.a. crank). Pull your chain vi. Cheating intentionally (pull a leg) (s.a. I'm from Missouri, Missouri, your chain). pump vt. To engage in sexual intercourse (s.a. ball). Pumpkin Pie n. (not a slang term) Dessert pie is traditionally
served on Thanksgiving (s.a. foods). Punt Vi. (From American football) To refuse the task of pike. In American football, if the chances of making the distance required for a new set of falls, or touchdowns, are too small, then the team will punt the ball, either get a good field position or get a field goal. Note that for a punt in Australia means
the opposite: trying a difficult task. n. Vulva (fluffy hoop) (bearded clam). . Description of a man subordinate to his girlfriend or wife. Put out vi. Offering sexual favors (such as, She exposed a guy because he bought her dinner). putz vi. (Yiddish for penis) To mess around. Despite its origin, it is a rather mild term (s.a. jerk, schlep, schmuck).
Back to index quarter n. (not a slang term, it defines one quarter of the dollar) a coin worth twenty-five cents (s.a. dime). Back to the index rad a. (african American) Exciting, innovative (literally: radical) (s.a. pivot). Radar vt. Look (usually on members of the opposite sex) (s.a. sight). rag vs. To Chase, complain (s.a. bitch). (KH) cloak n.
(Canadian?) Condom (rubber s.a.). raisins n. Any dried grapes, including salt and currants (products). Ralph vs. K vomit (s.a. barf). n. 1. Vomiting. 2. (Capital, name) The person who calls Ralph when vomiting is usually different from the graph (q.v.). 3. Right turn (s.a. louis). Randy A. (Rarely) Wanting sexual activity (Randy (like a rabbit)
(s.a. horny). 2. Erotic, sleazy. the real McCoy. A true, authentic object; thing claimed, but it was a unique object (for example, if the authenticity of any person was in doubt, then grounded, it can be reported He is the real McCoy. There is no plural, and the phrase always takes a certain article.) It's like the adjective Oz: a fair dinkum (s.a.
honest to God). really an exclamation. (More common in Canada than in the U.S., although it may record a transition to oblivion of its use) is obvious (literally translates as I recognize the hyperbolic statement you just made, applaud your humor, and sympathize with you about injustice/inconvenience/duplicity/no matter what the reality of
the situation is). ream of vt. 1. Sodomize violently (s.a. corn hole). 2. To give a severe reprimand (like, Boss reamed me about $100 missing from the cash drawer!, I got reamed out of my father for not curfew!). Uneducated, fanatical, white, male, adult no close translation of Oz, but yobbo can come close. The word presumably comes
from the tanned necks of farm workers. A. Refers to He's a regular guy. regular coffee n. (dining) Coffee containing a standard amount of sugar and milk (s.a., diner, diner, (white) Ride without saddle against (first heard in the episode Law and Order) Have sexual intercourse without a condom (e.g., 'He likes to do it without saddle'). Ride
cotton pony vs .s cotton tampons) Menstruation (s.a. ignition candle). (PDS) ride a porcelain horse V. For vomiting pray in porcelain change (s.a. barf). right a. (Marine Canada and Maine USA) Very (s.a. some, wicked). Rocky Mountain oysters n. (Colorado?) is a southern delicacy consisting of egg bulls (for a recipe see . Rod A. 1. Rad
(q.v.) n. 2. Penis (bar) (s.a. crank). Roll up the sidewalk (street) v. Close all commercial establishments (such as shops, bars, restaurants) in the region and ensure that no one is in sight. This is carried out mysteriously they are, as in They really roll the sidewalks (pedestrian walkways) here on holidays, as is often seen in Halifax. rubber n.
(General) condom (synonyms: shoe, cloak, leather, weinie wrapper; s.a. Coy Island flat fish, squip) run away the party by hand vi. To masturbate to have one off the wrist (s.a. to repel). rye adj. (dining) Is used to describe bread containing rye flour (e.g., What kind of bread do you want for your club sandwich? 'Rye') (s.a. white) (s.a. diner,
whiskey). Back to the St. VD index acronym for Valentine's Day. This is of course a double ententre. Salt water taffy n. (not slang term) Soft, colored, paper taffy lollipops, available for sale in beach stores on the east coast (s.a. candy). These innocuous lollipops symbolize all that sleazy and innocent, tasteless and traditional, overpriced
and free, kitsch and folk, immoral and conservative, lonely and friendly, post-teens and pre-adults, and hedonistic and nationalistic about such beach resorts from Fort Lauderdale To Florida to Old Orchard Beach Man. You have to be there to understand. SBD (fart) n. Silent, But Deadly Fart (s.a. GBL fart). scarf vt. To bolt down food, eat
plenty of food quickly (scoff) (s.a. glom). schlep vt. (Yiddish) Drag, carry something. vi. (literally: drag yourself around) to waste time, kill time, engage in aimless activities. N. Loser (q.v). schmooz v. (Yiddish) For pressure on the flesh (q.v.) in non-political situations. Whoever schmoozes is a schmoozer. schmuck n. (Yiddish for penis) jerk.
It's a pretty mild term in the US, but a terrible thing to say if one is Jewish. Scotch polio n. Hangover after drinking too much whiskey. (DBB) screaming at your feet against. To vomit (s.a barf). schtick n. (Yiddish) Invocation, idee fixe, area of knowledge (to put it in outdated slang: someone's bag, their thing). Used pejoratively (e.g., this is
her schtick). squeal n. (Newfoundland) Potent rum from the bottom of the trunk. screw over V. (Interesting word here is over; s.a. heat over) Exploit to take an unfair advantage perhaps repeatedly. kid'dies n. scenario (Almost always plural; number; A young man who tries to hack various internet sites is usually using scripts downloaded
from the Internet. The term was now in 1999 in hacker circles, but made it to at least one major web source, admittedly as a quote from a hacker scientist ( . (Thanks to PB) squimp bag n. 1. (Rarely) used condom (s.a. Coney Island flat fish, rubber). 2. (General) useless, immoral man (Synonyms: dirt ball, jit bag, squimp ball, sleazy sack,
sleazy ball). scum ball. Option scum bag (q.v.). scungy a. Grungy (q.v.). scuzz ball n. Option scum bag (q.v.). scuzzy a. Grungy (q.v.). Second Base n. (Baseball) Stage, intermediate between first and third, in the process. (It is commonly used sexually, and refers to the contact between male hands and nude female breasts) (first base).
Senior n. (Non-slang term; education) Student in final year of bachelor's degree (fourth year) or high school (s.A. freshman). shake your leg against one. To move to bestir of them self. One of them was usually admonished to do so. 2. Dance. shiksa n. (Yiddish) non-Jewish woman. It's a bit of a derogatory term, usually occupied by Jewish
mothers, to describe their sons goy's girlfriends (s goy). N. Team name in an informal sports game. Members of this team wear t-shirts and always play against skins (q.v.). shit n. The most complete definition I could find for this universal slang term in the book Like Shit in the Woods. I write down here only the special meanings mentioned
in my other definitions. 1. zero, nothing, nothing of value (e.g., 'You're Aint got shit') (s.a. nada). shit-there's a smirk n. Big, smug, smirk usually displayed someone get away with something. shit going phrase. The prevailing American existential philosophy of the 90s (life is a bitch, and then you die, something happens). A lot of big mobs
(s.a. bunch). shit or get out of the pot V. To start the main task or keep wasting time (s.a. fish or cut bait). shitfaced a. Drunk (shit) (s.a. blitzed). Shoot the exclamation. (Southern, that is, Slim Pickins said it all the time) crap. It's a euphemism. Shoot the shit against (Corruption shoot wind) chu shit (pt.v.). silver tail n. Old, rich, man, member
of the aristocracy (s.s. brahmin). The word may have come from the idea that such people are so rich that their bottoms are made of silver. It can also be the human equivalent of 'silverback', a primatological term for the alpha male in a gorilla group. I suspect it's an old slang term, perhaps from the 1920s, that has pretty much come out of
the currency. sit on it v. Euphemistic abbreviation of the next record. sit on it and spin against the (sexy) Leave (piss not (s.a. shit and die). Sit on it and rotate until it bleeds V. Kagogemic lengthening of the previous record. six pack n. (From the appearance of a six-pack drink can) the holy grail of a sedentary set: lean but musculature over
the stomach; washboard abs. skin n. Condom (rubber s.a.). skins n. Team name in an informal sports game. Members of this team take off their shirts and always play against shirts (q.v.). skunk vt. Beat someone comprehensively in the game, often with zero score (synonyms: empty, toast, torch) (s.a. blitzed). skunked a. 1. Describing
someone held to zero in the game. 2. Drunk (s.a. blitzed). clap (dunk) vt. (Basketball) No, no, no. It's easy to do a job. N. Easy task. sleaze n. Short form sleazy bag or sleazy ball (q.v.). sleaze bag n. (literally: shower bag) useless, immoral person (s.a. scum bag). sleazy ball n. useless, immoral man (s.a. sleaze bag). Sloppy Joe N.
Cooked mince and tomato paste on a hamburger bun (s.a.products). Slut puppy n Young man who has sexual intercourse with various women and who shows little concern for reproductive effects, thus leaving the litter of puppies (children) behind. little chick n. Fat woman (s.a. beached whale). In this case, the opposite of hyperbole.
smore n. (From: 'I'd like s'more') Camp Fire dessert consisting of toasted marshmallows and melted (canonically Hershey) milk chocolate between two toasted Graham crackers (q.v.). Smart a. 1. Description of smart (q.v.). 2. Describing something pedantic or unfunny (like, 'It was a smart ass thing to say). smart n. Unwanted person who
points out other people's mistakes. Broke. Drunk rat (s.a. blitzed). smooth running, Ex Lax exclamation. (Ex Lax is a cleansing, so the result is a smooth move, while positive for the move, not so positive for others forced to witness it) said sarcastically after someone is doing something stupid, especially while driving Boston. snake n. Penis
(s.a. crank). Snap carrot vi. To masturbate (s.a. to repel). (PK) snarer vs. 1. Bolt down food (s.a. glom). 2. Reverse direction after nasal drip, sniffing hard. Snatch. Vagina (bearded mollusk). some a. (Marine Canadian) Very, but not as much as right (q.v.) (e.g., This screech (q.v.) is correct some very good). sophomore n. (Non-slang term;
education) Student in second year of bachelor's degree or high school (s.a. freshman). A. Description of a sophomore. Often used to describe brand humor with the image of bodily fluids (such as nasal mucus), although then the adjective is usually sophomomoral undergraduate. space it out vi. To look fixed on anything in particular with
consciousness a mile away (To enter the brown study to be so in brown study) (s.a. in space). Also, the space is out. blurred a. To be blurred (to be in brown study). ignition candle vs. tampon (s.a. ride cotton pony). spic (Compression Hispanic) is a pejorative term for a Spanish or Puerto Rican person (s.a. dago). spicy adj. (Not the slang
term) Used to describe foods containing substances (such as curry, pepper) that chemically stimulate temperature body, especially in the mouth, but sometimes, after heroic oral inges, anus (s.a. diner). (hot) shed your guts against everyone. sprays n. (Always plural; not the slang term) Jimmies (q.v.) (s.a. candy). Stem n. (Northwestern
University Neuroscience Students) is a stupid person, literally a dekerebrata man possessing only a brain stem. As for the stem, silly. Stew a. Drunk consumed too much singing syrup (s.a. blitzed). stick to one like a snot to a finger phrase. Stick carefully and persistently. (CR) tough n. Corpse. Vt. 1. Do not leave a tip in the restaurant,
from stingy motives. (Not tipping when the service was bad is not an example of tightening. likely to be accompanied by a kind word; adequate service by 20-15%; if one thing was particularly unpleasant, 15-10% would remain; if there was more than one problem, the tip would be less than 15-10% on the amount proportional to the
severity of the problems and the degree of responsibility of the server for them; the terrible service would not justify any tipping although it would normally explain the reason for his absence, presumably to avoid the misconception that the server was frozen; Finally, an abusive service would justify the most offensive tip of that of a few
copper coins. In Canada, all of the above categories are applied, but these figures should be reduced by 5%. 2. To sneak out of the restaurant without paying the bill to make a runner. stiffy n. Erection (s.a., blunder). stool pusher n. Male homosexual (boy of joy) (s.a., faggot). Stop the grinnin and drop the linen phrase. Jocular invitation to
have sex (s.a., drop boxes, it's Santa Claus). string of pearls n. Pearl necklace (q.v.). things happen to the phrase. The euphemism of shit happens (q.v.). Suck against 1. To carry out activities too unpleasant to be specified, except this involves sucking rather than biting (s.a. bite big). 2. Being so unpleasant (like' it sucks. In extremely
unpleasant situations, this can be extended to this sucks, as Electrolux is referring to the amazing sucking power of that very early vacuum cleaner. 3. Perform fellatio. Skilled practioners are likely to be rewarded with a similar reward: It sucks like Electrolux. summer over v. (New England; not the term slang) to escape the oppressive heat
of Boston or the summer of New York by retreating to (palace houses in) Rhode Island (Vanderbilts, Astors) or Law Firm Harbor (Rockefellers). Initially, only rich people were engaged, but now common, especially from Boston to Maine (s.a. of the stater). sunny side up adj. Describing the fried egg with the yolk intact and the top (s.a.
diner, foods) by Susan B. Anthony. (not a slang term) US$1 coin, slightly more It's rarely seen in general circulation, but used as a token for $1 by Boston T. Susie Susie n. (On behalf of a doll that was sold in the 60s) a woman whose raison d'etre #234tre keeps a good house. Sweet A. (African American) Cool (q.v.). (GH) I don't go back
to Index T, n. 1. Subway tracks and trains in Boston. From MBTA, Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (s.a. El). Those tracks are underground only in the city, running along the land once the outskirts of the city have reached. 2. Any part of MBTA, including buses. tab n. Restaurant Food Bill (Synonyms: check). table vt. No, no.
Postpone the project or discuss it. (DBB) tail n. Offensive term for a woman (e.g., 'Fred's going out to a bar get some tail') (s.a. babe). It's probably an old slang term, perhaps until the 1940s. Lose comprehensively, for example, on the stock market (s.a. toast, torch). take landfill V. To defecate (to strangle grogan) (s.a. go to the bathroom).
Take whistling V. To micturate splash boots (s.a. go to the bathroom). take the monster for a walk V. Take a whistle (q.v.) shake hands with the unemployed. (MB) Take a one-eyed for a walk (in the grass) vi. To masturbate (s.a. to repel). (PK) tanks a. Drunk (s.a. scored). tas n. (Always plural) female breasts (s.a. boobs). It is a
euphemism through baby talk, such as a cape for the penis; I can't think of the Australian equivalent for a boob breast, that's coming from the first letter of the tit. (DR) techie ween n. Engineering (hence the technician) student who studies hard, and therefore a nerd (q.v.) (s.a., gunner). Texas caviar n. Black-eyed peas (q.v.). light on the
light, but no one is home. Possessing all the attributes of human life except the brain; stupid (s.a. for lunch). virus n. Human immunodeficiency virus (emphasis on). third base n. (Baseball) The penultimate stage in the process. This is commonly used sexually, and refers to manual contact of female genitalia (c. first base). three cards
monte n. (New York) con game in which three playing cards, including the queen, are shuffled face down on a board or table. The goal of the game is to select the queen for a return equal to the cola, but the queen has usually been removed from the table during the shuffling. the three-finger salute n. (calculation) Maneuver required to
restart a computer compatible with IBM (i.e. cntrl-alt-del). throw on the noose against (Baseball?) to upset, surprise, confuse (for example, She threw it behind the loop) (s.a. discombobulate). throat n. (from slit throat; from the college of FKM) Gunner (q.v.). (KH) tight a. Close (friends). tit's n. (usually plural, mable corruption) Breast,
usually female breasts (s.a. boobs). It's a much more offensive term than the same word in Australia. die-for. Describing something particularly desirable or tasty. Usually applied to food. Probably from foods high in fat that Americans seem to believe will lead to some death if (e.g., 'Angel-food cake was toast against Conquering someone
comprehensively in a game or sporting event (s.a. torch). n. 1. Someone so subdued (s.a. take a bath). 2. Someone in big trouble (e.g. 'If you ate the last twinkie, you're toast'). toasted a. Hung over (s.a. zone). Cheese no. Smegma found between the legs when the socks are removed after a day of wear (s. cheese). toilet paper vt. To
drape toilet paper over someone's house or through the branches of this person's trees is carried out by repeatedly throwing rolls over a house or trees. This may seem like a somewhat collegiate prank, but is regularly practiced on the scale (q.v.) of the residents market (q.v.) Evanston, where the whole process seems to have been
treated with good-natured tolerance. Sometimes it's cut to paper. Very good, excellent. Torch vs. (Basketball) To nullify someone or team in a sports game (s.a. toast, take a bath). (DBB) by slipping the cookies. V. To vomit (s.a. barf). It is never used in the canonical form given here, but with a corresponding personal pro pro pro prooun:
for example, 'She gave up her cookies'). (Valleyspeak, see grody) Very, though not as much as the maximum (sq.v.). (Valleyspeak, see grody) Very. Valleyspeak words are rare in the general dictionary, but this phrase is perhaps a little more common. sensory base vi. (Baseball) I don't want to contact someone, meet, keep in touch (first
base). Touch fabric v. Need to defecate so urgently that shit sticks out touching the fabric of the underwear (for example, 'Hurry up and find the toilet, I touch the fabric!') Eyes turn brown (s.a. go to the bathroom). The woman suffered from the tourists of Mexico (s.a., revenge of Montezum). A man who grows up, lives and then dies in the
same small town. Treat vt. To pay for a 'cry' (e.g. 'I'll treat you lunch' (Synonym: pick up) (s.a. check). stop truck n. (not slang term) Restaurant on the highway preferred by truckers (q.v.) (s.a. diner). Trucker n. Someone who makes a living driving a truck. tschoske n. (Yiddish) object has little internal value, but with a bright, bloated
appearance. Tubes a. (Possibly made of tubes, q.v.) Depression. (DBB) tube n. (Always plural, but referring to a single object; probably denoting the sewer to which the object is attached) Toilet, the destination is a lot to keep above (e.g., This idea went through the pipes, i.e.: this idea was discarded as untenable). tucchus n. (Yiddish)
Buttocks. It is a stronger shape than carcasses (q.v.). tush n. (Reduction tucchus) Buttocks (bottom). It is a softer form than (q.v.). Twinkie No 1. (Not the slang term) Vanilla cake snack containing cream, which is probably made as a byproduct of the oil industry. 2. Turd (s.a. twinkie drop). 3. Penis (s.a. twinkie tweaker). twinkie tweaker n.
Someone who plays with his penis (s.a. beat back, wonk). two buggers n. woman is so ugly that she needs a bag more head during intercourse, which can only be performed if the man also carries a bag over his head. A man's bag in case a woman's bag slips. The ultimate protection is provided by adding a gun with which the man will
shoot himself in case both bags are dropped (s. one bagger, bag your face). Two bits a. (literally, worth 25 cents, two bits q.v.) Cheap, crappy two-bob. two bits n. (once upon a time, before inflation, there was a Spanish gold coin worth US$1. (s.a. dime). two cents is worth n. Apologetic words for your opinion. Canadian two-billion dollar
(s.a. beaver buck, loonie). Back to the index Uncle Tom. (from Harriet Beecher Stowe in the epynomous story about Uncle Tom's cabin) is a derogatory term for an African-American man who sympathizes with whites, or who plays the stereotypical role of a black man (s.a. oreo). up the market a. Rich, expensive, upper class, up the scale
(q.v.) rather than down the market (q.v.). up the a. Up-market scale (q.v.), trendy, not scale (q.v.). up the n. Good news, positives (situation), pros (argument), not side (q.v.). Up the shit creek (no paddle) a. To be in a bad situation is when the only option to get out of it requires some unpleasant or unpleasant action up the shit creek
without paddles (in barbed canoe wire). Back to the varsity a. (not a slang term) referring to senior sports teams in schools, universities and clubs First Fifteen (rugby union), First Eleven (cricket). Perhaps it was its origin as an acronym for the university, perhaps denoting that members of such school teams would go to university. vertical
smile n. Meeting point of the left and right buttocks (crack) (s.a. ass). Vic W. (African American) (SR) I don't go back to the waders n. Pants that end with less ankle (s.a. high water). Wannabe. Someone who wants to be something he or she isn't (like, she's Madonna wannabe). heated over. As for anything (usually food) that re-after some
desultory cosmetic effort (usually a warm-up) was made to make it look new. warzoo n. anus and rectum (s.a. ass). abbreviation of the wasp Literally, White, Anglo-Saxon Protestant. The ruling class of the United States. (s.a. goy). Vasuo n. Alternative spelling warzoo. Wasted a. Drunk (a little under the weather) (s.a. blitzed). Veji. The
manoeuvre, in which the wedgie administrator reaches into the back of the victim's pants, grabs the victim's underpants, and pulls them so that they form a wedge separating the victim's buttocks (s.a. atomic wedgie). Wed. n. Marijuana. Most drug terms are significantly the same as Australian use. Similar terms include: grass, joint, Mary
J, Mary Jane, reefer, roach. weinie n. (Little Frankfurt sausage (cheerio)) Diminutive for the penis (Synonyms: (Synonyms: (s.a. cranked). weinie wrapper n. Condom (rubber s.a.). Wet wick V. Participation in sexual intercourse (s.a. ball). Kick off vi. Masturbate play pocket billiards (s.a. to beat off). whang n. Penis (old chopper) (s.a.
eccentric). Whipped. (q.v.). whiskey n. (dining) Rye bread (s.a. diner). This is used by experienced diner diners wanting rye bread who know that rye sounds enough for the ears of a waiter or waitress, in noisy conditions such as dry (q.v.) or white (q.v.). white adj. (diners) Used to describe bread made only from finely chopped flour (s.a.
rye, diner). white trash. Disadvantaged white Americans (s.a. black). White Wall n. (from the type of tire popular in the 60's) haircut, in which so many laughs sides that the untanned part of the scalp is visible through the stubble of the short back and sides. whole ball of wax n. All (s.a. as much as nine yards). A whole bunch of n. a lot. This
is a very common expression (s.a. bunch). as much as nine yards n. (Origin unknown) Full volume of the process; what it takes to complete the process. This is usually given with a verb to go as he went all nine yards, meaning that he went to everything he needed to complete the project. There is an assumption of a dismissive sense, the
assumption that such lengths were perhaps excessive (s.a. the whole ball of wax). Whopper No 1. (Not a slang term) Maltezer; malt milk ball (q.v.) (s.a. candy). 2. Something very big. 3. Big lies are usually transparent. Wicked A. (Maine) 1. Good (like, 'This is the evil skidder you have there'). 2. Very (e.g. 'These hot dogs and evil good
beans', 'It's an evil big house') (right). 3. (Rarely) Bad (like the wind blowing something evil today'). wig vi. (Perhaps out of fear one could have if one had lost my wig, or from getting such a fright that one wig flies away) To become distraught scared (for example, I woke up and didn't know where I was, so I really wigged out) (s.a. freak).
Willie n. Weenie (q.v.) seems to be a disadvantage of Oz synonyms for these terms, suggesting that there is a disadvantage of objects they describe. wimp n. Weak, ineffective, pusillanimous milk-sop (s.a. Joe limp dick, wuss). Finish V. To end up (for example, because he couldn't find the bathroom, Fred ended up going against the tree).
Vini (q.v.). 1. A man who is full of himself .wanker. (s.a. beat back, twinkie tweaker). 2. Man, defiantly diligent or intellectual. Woody N. Erection (s.a., blunder). wop n. A derogatory term for an Italian or Greek person (s.a. dago). (New England) wimp (q.v.). Back to the Y index Back to the yabbos n. 1 index. (Always plural) testicles. (SP)
No, no, no. 2. (Always plural, rarely) female breasts (s.a. boobs). (DR) yank n. (Canadian, and Australian, for that matter) Common term for a person from the U.S. yank your vi chain. Pull your chain (q.v.). (q.v.). n. (USA) Man from the states of New England. In rare cases it is shortened to yank. People from the United States never call
themselves Yankees, preferring geographically imperialist Americans. Canadians are inciting this. Yo! n. (U.S.) General form of treatment to anyone in Philadelphia and elsewhere. It may have reduced you. (SP, PB) Yoop n. Upper Peninsula of Michigan. Yoop can be from the sound of initials (U. P.) You-P' or may be from typical sounds
made by natives of the region, or may be a Yooperland squeeze (q.v.). Usually preceded by The. Yoopconsin n. West Yorkshire (q.v.) plus Wisconsin. (BFP) Yooper n. A native of the upper michigan peninsula (s.a. Yoop, Yooperland). Ioperland N. Upper Peninsula of Michigan. See also Yoop and Yooper. For more see you welcome the
phrase. (Not a slang term) Reflexively emitted words from people in the service industry after one says thank you (s.a. there is a good day) (not a wuckin furry tick. yuppie n. (Invented by Bob Green, a Chicago Tribune journalist: this is an acronym for Young Upwardly-mobile Professional Person) a wealthy professional who dresses up
and lives defiantly. Yuppies go in for noticeable consumption, kitchen nouvelle, and health clubs. Men wear button-down shirts, and designer jeans, and drive Saabs, Volvos, or BMWs. Women wear Ann Klein suits, and drive Saabs, Volvos, or BMWs. Preppies (q.v.) tend to grow to be yuppie, although there are creatures such as adult
preppies (s.a. guppie) a. Back to the zilch n. zero index, no (s.a. nada). zip n. zero, no (s.a. nada). zone of vi. Space outside (q.v.). Area a. 1. Drunk (s.a. blitzed). 2. Razmeyan (q.v.). Back to the Index First edition: 3 July 1986. Revised and expanded: May 6, 1988. Reviewed, expanded and posted on the University of Otago server: 18
October 1996.Imported to Google sites (with minor changes): 5 June 2014.Last updated: 18 October 2016 2016. klingon definition urban dictionary
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